
Unit 91

Listening

Exam information
The listening section consists of 2 parts. Part 1 presents short
conversations between two speakers. Each conversation is
followed by a question. You then have about 10 seconds to look at
the three pictures and mark your answer on your answer sheet.
You hear the conversation only one time.

1. Hamilton Toronto Ann Arbor

Tip

ñ Focus on the speakers: 

ñ Who is talking?

ñ Focus on meaning:

ñ What are they talking  about?

ñ Avoid tricky wrong answers.

ñ Choices may try to distract

you by using pictures of

what was mentioned in the

conversation which do not

answer the question

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

A. B. C.

PART 1
This is a test of your ability to understand spoken  English. In Part I you will
hear short conversations. After you hear each conversation, you will be asked
a question about what you heard. The answer choices in your test booklet are
shown as pictures. Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Do not
write in the test booklet. Here is an example:

The correct answer is A, because picture A shows a pair of socks with a price
tag of one dollar and 20 cents, and the mother said she would buy the
cheapest ones.

You will hear each conversations only once; they will not be repeated. Please
be very quiet and listen carefully. Remember to mark all your answers on the
answer sheet. You should mark A, B or C. In the actual test there will be 30
questions in Part I.
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Unit10 1

Column A Column B

1. anaemia (e) a. unclear, not obvious

2. amoral b. animals that live 

both on land and in

water

3. ambiguous c. follower, disciple

4. ambivalent d. showing you 

are sorry

5. amphibian e. not having enough 

red blood cells

6. apologetic f. being unsure

7. apostle g. not caring about  

what’s right or 

wrong

Column A Column B

1. abide by (e) a. things or numbers to find the total

2. account for b. someone about something. Have the  

same opinion

3. add up c. is to be pleased with someone or smthg.

4. adhere to d. is discussing or debating something  

with someone

5. agree with e. a law, a decision, etc., and live by it

6. answer to f. a problem is dealing with it

7. approve of g. someone is to report to them and 

explain your  actions

8. argue with h. is to explain how something happened

9. argue about/over i. a belief, or opinion, or law and live by it

10. attend to j. is quarrel with someone

Study the following prefixes:

Prefix 

a, an,

amb, ambi

amphi

anti

apo

Meaning 

without, not
both
around, on both sides
against
from, away from, off

Examples

anaemia, amoral, anaemic
ambiguous, ambivalent
amphibian, amphitheatre
antibiotic, antifreeze
apologetic, apostle

µµ UU II LL DD

RR

OO
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3   Phrasal Verbs: Match the words in Column A to the

words in Column B to make phrases which explain the

phrasal verbs.

2 Match the words in Column A to the

words in Column B.

1  Make new words to fill in the spaces, using the prefixes listed above.(You may use a dictionary.)

1. When no one pays attention to rules and laws, we have a a c h .

2. If someone is unsure about something, we say he is a m b i a e t .

3. n t p a h is a strong feeling of dislike.

4. To tell someone you are sorry is to a l g z .

5. Animals such as frogs that can live both in and out of  water are called a m h b o s .

6. He sent the flowers  a o y o s y because he was too shy to let her know how he

felt.

Objectives to Vocabulary Learning

To increase vocabulary systematically
ñ listen to English speaking Δ.V. and radio
ñ read comics, magazines, novels, etc.
ñ learn 10 new words a day
ñ visit internet chat rooms
ñ learn prefixes and suffixes of words(prefixes go at the beginning of

the word whereas suffixes go at the end of the word and give clues
to its meaning.)
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Unit 111

5 Choose the word or phrase that best

completes the sentence.

1. The country is split in two by the civil war and

political _______.

a. amphibians c. anaemia

b. anarchy d. amphitheaters

2. If you want to stay in my class, you must _____

my rules.

a. attend to c. abide by

b. account for d. argue with

3. We were all ______ about volunteering for the

job. Henry was the only one who knew what he

wanted.

a. ambivalent c. ambiguous

b. apologetic d. amoral

4. Your father and I don’t _____ your choice of

career.

a. adhere to c. answer to

b. account for d. approve of

5. Peter and Paul were two of Christ’s ______.

a. apologies c. amphibians

b. anaemics d. apostles

6. Make sure you put some ______ in the car’s

cooling system in the winter, or else your car

won’t start, in the cold winter temperatures.

a. antibiotics c. amoral

b. antifreeze d. ambivalence

7. You two always find something to ______. Be

quiet.

a. argue with c. account for

b. argue over d. answer to

8. Why do you have such ______ towards her? I

think she’s a lovely person.

a. anonymity c. antipathy

b. anarchy d. amorality

4 Fill in the blanks with the phrasal verbs from

exercise 3.

1. I don’t want to argue about/over the matter any

longer because we’ll never agree about what’s right or

wrong.

2. Don’t bother with me, just the

needs of the children.

3. Everyone living in the country should 

its laws and regulations.

4. How do you expect me to you if I

believe something totally different?

5. Do you the new tax laws that will

be in effect next year?

6. She’s usually such a well behaved child that no one can 

the terrible things she said.

7. Don’t me. If I say John did it, he did.

8. If you take Dad’s car without his approval, you’ll have to 

him, if he finds out.

9. I’ve these numbers 5 times and

each time I get a different total.

10.All doctors must the Hippocratic oath.
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Writing Building Sentences

A. Simplest Sentence = Subject + Verb

I drink.

The simplest sentences are those which tell us what someone does and have a subject and a verb.

The subject: person, place or thing. A word or group of words which tells what the sentence is about and

answers the question who or what. ∂xamples: ñ I work overtime.

ñ Mike and I work overtime.

ñ Everyone who wants a career works overtime.

ñ That so many people work overtime is hard to believe.

The verb: action word. Shows what someone is or does.

- linking verb which shows state of being something 

∂xamples: ñ I am a teacher

ñ I read many books

ñ I read and write books

ñ I have written 23 books

B. Simple Sentence with Object

I drink coffee (= object) (The object answers the question what)

C. Simple Sentence + Adjective + Object

I drink               strong         filtered  coffee. 

I drink Jacob’s, strong, filtered coffee.

D. Simple Sentence + Adverb + Verb + Adjective + Object

I usually         drink      filtered       coffee.

(Adverbs give more information about verbs and usually come before

the verb. Most adverbs end in ‘ly’)

E. Compound sentences: I drink filtered coffee. I drink Greek coffee.

I drink filtered coffee and I drink Greek coffee.

I drink both filtered and Greek coffee.

I drink both Jacob’s, strong, filtered coffee and strong, rich, Greek

coffee.

We use connectors or conjunctions such as and, because, both... and

also, etc. to make compound sentences by joining 2 or more simple

sentences.
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1 Pick out the subjects and verbs from the following sentences.

Subject Verb

1. Our educational system needs improvement. Our educational system needs

2. Going shopping can help you feel better.

3. All his time, he spends in front of the T.V.

4. Raising children is a full time job.

5. That anyone can be so stupid is hard to believe.

6. Our dog barks at the mailman.

7. That he eats so much is a major problem.

8. Current zoning laws must be improved.

9. Buying a new car is out of the question.

10. Seven pearl buttons decorated her dress

2 Combine these simple sentences to make compound

sentences. Use the linking words provided for you.

1. My father is a lawyer. My mother is a lawyer.

Both my father and mother are lawyers

2. I drink fruit juices. I don’t drink coke.

but 

3. I have a dog. I have 2 cats. I want a monkey.

and and 

4. He is smart. He doesn’t do well in school.

Although

5. He is a computer expert. He should buy a good computer.

Since

6. Henry’s mother wants him to become a teacher. Henry’s father

wants him to become a football player.

Although

7. John works the night shifts. Helen works the day shifts.

whereas 

8. We ate the pizza. We were still hungry. We bought another one.

but so 

9. He had been exercising all day. He was really hungry.

because 

3 Writing Task: Write a short paragraph

describing yourself. Use as many

adjectives and compound sentences as

you can.
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Grammar  Present tenses

Present simple, Present continuous, Present perfect, Present perfect continuous.

Present simple:

1. Canada has 5 months of snow a year.(Universal truth or fact)

2. I drink a liter of milk a day. (habitual action)

3. Trains for Larisa leave at 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00 am. (schedules)

4. She rarely travels abroad. (after frequency adverbs: often, seldom, usually, never, etc).

5. This fish tastes terrible.(with state of mind, sense, and verbs of possession.) 

I owe money on all my credit cards.

6. ∏aristeas kicks the ball from 10 meters away and scores the winning goal. (sports broadcast, directions,

instructions.)

Present continuous:

1. The children are playing in their room. (happening now)

2. We’re working late nights all week. (temporary repetition)

3. My son is building a house on Tinos. (action that started in the past and is still going on)

4. We are flying to Paris next week.(near future action)

5. You are always telling lies. (to show annoyance/anger, using ‘always’)

Present perfect:

1. It has been hot and humid all week.(period of time not finished yet)

2. I have finished my studies (no indication of time)

3. The ceremony has already finished. (with yet, already, ever, never, for, since, recently, lately, just.)

4. My brother has lived in Canada all his life. (action started in the past and is still going on)

Present perfect continuous:

I have been living in Agia Paraskevi for 25 years. (I still do)

I’ve been trying to call you all day. Who have you been talking to? (I have finally managed to call)

Note: The present perfect and the present perfect continuous can be used the same in some cases: 

I have lived/have been living in Agia Paraskevi for 25 years.

1 Fill in the blanks with the correct tense.

1. These flowers    have just arrived (just arrive)

for you.

2. He (not have) a phone in his

new apartment.

3. The boys (be) at the gym right

now and they (play) basketball.

4. This banana ice cream (taste) terrible.

5. John (not finish) high

school yet.

6. I (taste) whale meat but I didn’t

like it.

2 Underline the correct tense formation in each sentence.

1. The students finish/are finishing their test in five minutes.

2. No one finds/ has found the solution to the puzzle.

3. Do you remember/are you remembering where we last

met Helen?

4. Do you know if the price of the room includes/is including

breakfast?

5. John is at the buffet table and he tastes/is tasting all the

food.

6. I am knowing/know her but I don’t remember/am not

remembering where I know/am knowing her from.

7. We know/have known everyone in this neighborhood since

we live/have lived here all our lives.
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3 Choose the word or phrase that best completes

the sentence. 

1. “ Let’s eat here.”

“No. It’s too expensive and I _____ so much just to

eat.”

a. am not paying

b. wasn’t paying

c. have paid

d. hadn’t paid

2. When people buy an airline ticket,_____ a receipt.

a. will receive

b. have received

c. are receiving

d. they receive

3. “ Is your report almost done?”

“ Yes,  I _______ on it for a week.”

a. have work

b. work

c. would have worked

d. have been working

4. This notice board _______ current information about   

university events.

a. displaying

b. has display of

c. is displayed

d. displays

5. What ______ is, Henry didn’t get a job.

a. will be happening

b. happened

c. will happen

d. will happening

6. “Come on, walk a little faster!”

“ I ______ as fast as I can”

a. walk

b. have walked

c. walked

d. am walking

7. “Where’s John?”

“ He went skate boarding and ______ me with all

this work.”

a. leaves

b. will leave

c. left

d. had left

8. Last year many people lost their jobs, and next year

others will _____ their jobs too.

a. lost

b. having lost

c. had lost

d. lose

9. “I didn’t know Bob lived near you. How long _______

here?”

“ About a year.”

a. had he lived

b. has he lived

c. he lived

d. he did live

10. “ Do you know anyone _____ Italian?”

“I’m afraid not.”

a. is speaking

b. speaks

c. who spoke

d. who speaks

11. _______ on this paper for two weeks now.

a. I worked

b. I’d worked

c. I’ve been working

d. I’d been working

12. When my package ______ tomorrow, could you put 

it on my desk?

a. will arrive

b. arrives

c. is arriving

d. will have arrived
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Speaking 

Task 1

In the first part of the interview, the examinee must talk about himself and answer personal questions.

The oral interview consists of oral interaction between 1 examinee and 1 oral examiner. It lasts
approximately 10-15 minutes and involves personal questions and a brief interview based on a visual prompt.

1 Underline the words that apply to you. Talk

about yourself and complete the sentences

below.

Talking about personality-useful vocabulary

sensitive, over confident, low profile, easy going,

ambitious, hardworking, lazy, social, out going,

extroverted,outspoken, shy,introverted.

I’m the sort of person who…

I’m not the type who…

I really enjoy…,I can’t stand...

I find… interesting, dull, fun

I’m basically very ambitious because I’m a Capricorn and

Capricorns…

Talking about school/future

I attend a private/state school.

I am presently in junior/senior

high school.

I am in the 3rd grade of senior

high school.

I’m in university/attend university.

I want to get a degree in.../study

I want to study abroad/ take

university entrance exams

π want to study/train to be…

I graduate this year...

I’ m studying languages...

2 Write personal information

about yourself.

ñ I don’t have many friends

ñ 

ñ 

ñ 

3 Possible questions you might want to prepare

for. Practice with a partner.

1. Are you a student? What year/grade are you in?

2. What is your favorite/worst subject? Why?

3. What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?

4. What are your future plans?

5. Will you be taking the university entrance exams?

How would you change these exams if you could?

6. Do you have any siblings (brothers and sisters)? How

do you get along with them?

7. How do you make your living?

8. What field are you in?
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Writing 
1 Read the following descriptive paragraph:

2 In order to be prepared for the oral 

interview, write a small paragraph to

describe yourself. Answer some of the

questions listed on the previous page. Below

are some introductions to guide you. You

may choose to start in a different way. 

I am a 16 year old, senior high school student and

I’m interested in Astrology.

Talk about ñ family

ñ schooling

ñ hobbies

ñ likes/dislikes

I am presently a bank employee in the National bank…

ñ working conditions

ñ relationship with colleagues

ñ job satisfaction

ñ ambitions

I am a twenty one year old university

student. I am studying in Larissa at T.E.I. to

become a mechanic, though my home town is

Volos. When I graduate, I hope to find a job

in Volos because I don’t think I want to live

anywhere else. I am a sportsman who loves

the sea and all sea sports so it’s important

to me to move back to my home town. I’ ll

be graduating next year so I’m already looking

around for anything available in my field in

Volos. It’s not going to be easy but I’m 

optimistic.
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Tip

Pay close attention to the wrong

distractors and use the process of

elimination to get to the correct

choice.

Reading Comprehension Guidance

Task 1

The reading section of the ECCE consists of 3

separate tasks and totals 30 questions. It is graded

along with the Grammar and Vocabulary section

making a total of 100 items.

Task 1 consists of a passage usually followed by 6-

8 questions. The passages are on subjects of general

interest, and may be articles found in magazines,

newspapers or school textbooks. On the exam read

the passage first and then go back to answer the

questions.

1. Read the first line of a task 1 reading

passage from a past ECCE examination:

“ The energizing powers of coffee have been known

for centuries.”

a. What will the passage probably discuss? 

∆he energizing powers of coffee and its history.

b. Now read the first paragraph of the passage.

The energizing powers of coffee have been known

for centuries. According to an ancient Ethiopian

legend, coffee was ‘ discovered’ when a goatherd

noticed that his goats stayed awake all night after

feeding on coffee leaves and berries. Most likely,

though, it was the Galla tribe of present-day

Ethiopia who were the first to recognize that

chewing coffee beans made them feel more

energetic. The Gallas ground the beans from wild

coffee trees and mixed them with animal fat to eat.

c. Were you correct in your predictions?

d. According to the passage, who probably

discovered coffee?

e. The Gallas learned about the effects of

coffee after… 

a.seeing goats acting strangely.

b.chewing the beans

c.trying to use it as a medicine

d.making it into a beverage

f.  Where can you find the answer to this

question?

2 Go on to read the rest of the passage and

answer the questions which follow it.

Paragraphs 2-4

By the year 1000, the coffee plant was also grown

in Arabia, and there a thick drink of ground beans

grew in popularity. Wondrous claims were made

about the powerful new beverage. Physicians said that

coffee helped get rid of colds and coughs and helped

lower high blood pressure.

By the 16th century, the entire Arab world drank

coffee. Arabs were very protective of this drink. In fact,

they did not allow the export of green coffee beans,

from which new plants might be grown. But they did

export the roasted beans outside the Middle East, and

the desire for coffee soon spread to European countries

as well. Of course, coffee plants eventually were

secretly taken out of Arabia, too , and by the 17th

century, the Dutch were growing coffee in Java. And

the English had planted it in Jamaica. From there it

was taken to central and south America.

Despite its popularity, there are famous examples

of people who have disapproved of coffee drinking.

For example, in the late 1700’s, Frederick the Great of

Prussia did not allow coffee drinking by his subjects.

He demanded that his people drink the national

beverage – beer.
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1  What is the purpose of this passage?

a. to describe the health benefits of coffee

b. to describe methods of preparing coffee

c. to increase the popularity of coffee

d. to give information about the history of coffee

a. Where did you find the answer to this item? 

2 According to the passage, what did doctors

say coffee could do?

a. cure illness and improve health

b. make people feel more energetic

c. help people stay awake

d. improve low blood pressure

b. In which paragraph did you find the answer

to this item?

3 How did Arabs try to protect their special drink?

a. They secretly took the plants out of Arabia.

b. They allowed trade only of green coffee 

beans.

c. They allowed trade only of roasted coffee 

beans.

d. They did not allow Europeans to drink coffee.

c. In which paragraph did you find the answer to

this item? 

4. When was coffee grown in Java?

a. before it was grown in South America.

b. after it was grown in South America.

c. after it was grown in European countries.

d. before it was grown in the Middle East.

d. In which paragraph did you find the answer to

this item?  

5. How did the Arabs prepare their coffee?

a. They boiled and ate the berries.

b. They roasted and ground the leaves.

c. They mixed the beans with animal fat.

d. They made a drink from the beans.

e. In which paragraph did you find the answer to

this item? 

f. Which items are specific detail type questions?

Note: to do question #1 you had to read the whole

passage and draw a conclusion. This type of item

is called an inference item.

Specific Detail and Inference items are the most common

type of items in Task 1 of the Reading Section.

6 Underline the words from the passage you do

not know. Did these words prevent you from

finding the correct answer to a question?

If you don’t know the meaning of a word, you can often

guess its meaning from the rest of the sentence or

paragraph it occurs in. Most often a word you can’t figure

out is “passive” vocabulary. This means you don’t need it

to do the questions. Don’t panic when you don’t know a

word.

Words you need to know are explained

somewhere within the passage.

Tip

Items which require specific

information clearly stated in the

reading passage are called “SPECIFIC

DETAIL” items. Such items require no

drawing conclusions or making

inferences on the part of the candidate.
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